NanoTech Sportsman’s Gun Oil


As I sit here examining the sample bottle it brings back thoughts afar.

After all I started shooting many, many years ago and then worked as a law enforcement officer for approximately 30 years. Back then, a few years ago we had a wonderful gun lubricant, 3 in 1 oil, period.

Times have changed and in my gun cleaning area I must have ten to twenty lubricant/cleaners of some type or another. Don’t get me wrong they all seem to work and I have used them all.

Then I received a sample of this alleged wonder product NanoTech Lubricants. It arrived in a small spray bottle the mist seemed more like water than oil based and there was not thick lubricity associated with lubricants.

Oh well. I was due for my federal firearms qualifications (H.R. 218) so I sprayed my Glock 23 and Remington 870, wiped off the excess and also ran a swab down the barrels a couple of times.

I loaded up my gear and went to my local law enforcement range to qualify. Ammunition used was law enforcement Winchester 180 grain TMJ .40 and shot gun ammunition was 12 gauge Winchester 00 buckshot.

Both firearms functioned flawlessly. Although I noticed a most unusual occurrence. While trying to reload my Glock mags on the line some of the overspray from the slide had transferred to my hands. I just wiped them on my range pants and began trying to reload my magazines. Yes, tried, this stuff was so slippery that in approximately 30 years it was the first time I could not stuff a round into a magazine, it just slipped back and forth on the first round in the magazine. This lube is that slippery!

Upon returning home and cleaning my firearm barrels I immediately noticed the lack of carbon and copper fouling that I am quite familiar with. Another plus that was unexpected.

I plan on using this stuff on all my firearms and needs.

Sergeant Steven Gaffney, Emeritus
Sportsman’s Gun Oil Testimonials Continued...

I got my timer and my '97 out yesterday. Wow what a difference the nano diamond gun lube makes! After getting warmed up my times were in the 1.12 to 1.16 range. with only 5 rounds left I said let's go for broke. A five shot string with a pump action 12 gauge in 1.09 seconds no misses. That's world class speed. In fact, after I send this e-mail I'm going to find out what the world record for speed shotgun with a pump action is. I thought I would have to work into the 1.1's over time because my best time before using the nano diamond lube was 1.38. Maybe a good way to market your product is to break or set a world record with it.

I would like to try out your other products, the military grade really peaks my interest. I think with even more nanites we could turn that '97 into a "machine gun." I'm also going to do some time testing with the pistols and rifle as well. I can already feel the difference in those guns but I haven't timed them with the nano diamond lube yet to prove their faster.

There's only one thing. I know the guns are even faster now than they were that day! Thanks for a great product.

Joe A.K.A. Billy Brat

Note: We have spoken many time since 6-18-12. He has fired over 1,400 rounds each through his pistol, rifle and shotgun. He said he has not had to clean or re-lubricate. He continues to shoot the guns to determine when they will gunk up and slow him down. In the past, with traditional oils, he has never gotten past 400 rounds before things gunked up needing cleaning and re-lube.

A gun department manager at Bass Pro Shop in Katy tested the product on his new guns. He was having real problems with the new over under’s being very difficult to break open. He used the product for 2 weeks and he ran out of words to describe how well it worked compared to the "legacy" products. Hoops, RemOil etc. He was also very impressed with the elimination of friction and sound when charging on the all of his AR platforms. He said there has not been a major advancement in gun oil technology in over 40 years.

A number of bottles of the nano diamond gun oil was sent to a CLASS III arms dealer in Eagle Colorado. One of his services is to train civilian and law enforcement on full auto firing of the AR15. Prior to his distribution of a bottle to his gunsmith and a representative of a major gun manufacture he sprayed the AR15 he uses for training. Over the next few weekends he fired over 6,000 rounds through the rifle. He was amazed that he did not have to clean or re-lube. He said no other product has ever performed like this.